Team Name ______________________________

Overall Grade ______________________________

Binder, formatting, and organization
_______ Label on outside of binder with required information
_______ Tab for this deliverable
_______ Cover page for this deliverable with required information
_______ Table of Contents and section contents in correct order

Benchmark Tasks
_______ At least five benchmark tasks
_______ Six “key” tasks from deliverable #2 included in benchmark tasks
_______ All user classes covered in benchmark tasks
_______ Clear starting and ending points for benchmark tasks
_______ Tasks describe what to do but not how to do it

Questionnaires
_______ Background questionnaire
_______ Satisfaction and reactions questionnaire
_______ Appropriate use of rating scales

Usability Specifications
_______ At least five usability specifications
_______ USpecs are motivated by key tasks & usability goals from Deliverable #2
_______ Reasonable usability specifications
_______ Includes both objective and subjective measures

General Instructions
_______ Clear and easy to understand
_______ Includes appropriate and needed information

Informed Consent Form
_______ Uses the posted template
_______ Includes necessary and appropriate details
_______ Clear and easy to understand

Description of Limited Functionality Decision Making
_______ Description of how your group decided to limit prototype functionality

Comments